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ABSTRACT:
In this paper, a novel internally ventilated cross drilled disc is evaluated experimentally
using non-contact thermometer and Taguchi approach. The main purpose of Taguchi method
is to assess the significance of different operation parameters that effect novel brake
performance. This approach facilitated the study factors and their settings with a small
number of experimental runs leading to considerable economy in time and cost for the
process optimization. Four control factors are defined as applied pressure, vehicle speed,
temperature and coefficient of friction, each at four levels are selected and an orthogonal
array layout are performed. From the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio of the test results, the
significant parameters to improve novel disc brake behavior are suggested. The new brake
performance based on the experimental results is compared with the predicted results using
Taguchi approach and they are found to be in good agreement.
Keywords: Brake rotor; design; finite element method; optimization.
1. MAIN TEXT
The Primary function of a Disc rotor is to act as friction resistance, generating an opposite
torque to a shaft. The automobile and aerospace industries rely on these devices to provide
deceleration. In this application Brake rotor commonly forms part of the wheel assembly.
During braking , energy is transferred to the rotor in the form of heat. As a result the brake
rotor must also serve as an efficient energy dissipation and storage device. In most cases air
must be circulated through the rotor to provide adequate cooling.
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M.Z.Akop [1] used heat dissipation along brake disc surface during periodic braking via
conduction, convection and radiation, however doesn’t offer insight into experimental
evaluation. Danet Suryatam[2] have mentioned root cause of brake judder is non-uniform
radial thermal expansion of rear brake drums due to localized temperature increase, known as
hot spots. Past research regarding the design of a thermally efficient brake rotor has often
resulted in the use of numerical methods. In studies conducted by F.Talati [3], the approach is
calculation of frictional heat generation namely macroscopic and microscopic model. The
inherent deficiency in this method is the absence of any thermal modeling with surface
cooling. The real distribution of contact pressure and velocity changes with respect to time,
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To improve the performance of brake rotor, an understanding of heat transfer phenomena is of
utmost importance. Of particular interest is Stress distribution and heat flow through the
passage. While numerical Modeling can predict heat transfer characteristics and serve as an
efficient design tool. The experimental approach provides an assessment of actual
performance and serves as a critical validation tool to numerical modeling.

during braking action is presented by H. Mazidi [4].In studies conducted by A.K.Matta [5], a
test bench was built which makes it possible to investigate different brakes under identical
conditions in the laboratory and able to check any rim temperature. In the research presented
by Junichiro YAMABE[6], rotor materials were experimentally produced with the goal of
achieving cost reduction. AJIT A[7], the influence of sample preparation conditions such as
pressure, temperature, modifier concentration and extraction time on the wedelolactone yield
using Taguchi L9 orthogonal array design.JIN MIN YANG[8], CFD software FLUENT was
used to carry out a coupling simulation of aluminum bath and combustion space for different
parameters of an aluminum melting furnace and the optimal parameters are then obtained by
the Taguchi method and cross-table-based analysis of variance. P. KARTHIKEYAN[9],
implementation of Taguchi method for optimizing operating and design parameters for
performance enhanced studies on PEM fuel cell has been addressed. RAMAZAN
CAKIROG˘LU[10], the modeling and optimization of cutting parameters on drill bit
temperature measurements in drilling process of Al 7075 alloys were investigated by using
the Taguchi design method. I.N.TANSEL[11], complete procedure for selection of the
optimal cutting conditions by combining Taguchi Method and GONNS.A.
MARIAJAYAPRAKASH[12], identify the failures which are frequently occurred in the
boiler and to minimize those failures. Mostafa M. Makrahy[13], Four control factors are
defined as applied pressure, sliding speed, angle inclination and water spraying, each at four
levels are selected and an orthogonal array layout ofL16 (44) are performed. From the signalto-noise (S/N) ratio of the test results, the significant parameters to improve wedge disc brake
behavior are suggested.
In this research, the investigation carried out is to better understand the effect of the applied
pressure, rotational speed, temperature and coefficient of friction on the performance of a new
internally ventilated cross drilled disc brake. Statistical study using the Taguchi method is
conducted to give the optimum working conditions of the parameter that affects the
performance of disc brake. Four control factors are defined as applied pressure, vehicle speed,
temperature and co-efficient of friction, each at four levels are selected and an orthogonal
array layout are performed. From the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio of the test results, the
significant parameters to improve disc brake behavior are suggested.
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The main objective of the current test rig (simplified thermometer) is to enable the
measurement of performance of the new internally ventilated cross drilled disc brake system.
A thermometer is designed to provide the necessary disc rotation temperature, other
apparatus for applied pressure; vehicle speed and coefficient of friction to the new novel
brake. It can be divided into three main groups: the driving unit, the braking unit and the
measurement facilities. Figure 1 shows a photo of the test rig.
A custom test bench was fabricated to facilitate the rotation of the brake rotor, simulating in
vehicle operation. The rotor was driven by a 1 [hp] DC Motor, with speed controller. The
resulting setup best simulated the performance of an unobstructed brake rotor open to the
atmosphere. Acquisition of brake rotor temperatures was accomplished using Infrared
thermometer [non-contact] which presents a less intrusive method of temperature acquisition.
As such, the measurement error appearing in the results is minimal compared to the
assumption of negligible conduction and radiation .This was considered adequate for
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2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

capturing the spatial temperature distribution of the brake rotor. An encoder mounted to the
rotor shaft facilitates measurement of the rotor speed. [5]
Brake performance are recorded at four vehicle speeds 64, 67, 70 km/hr. Equivalent to (380,
400 and 420 rpm.), that is obtained from the gearboxes reduction ratios and measured by
speed tachometer. Different brake pressure in the range 2.5 to 10 bar is controlled and
adjusted manually, temperature upto 3600 is measured by non-contact thermometer.

Fig. 1.Test Rig

2.1 Structure of ventilated Heads
In order to solve the problem of improper fit of heads to discs, following assumtions are
made. The remote elastic support is neglected at the bottom of the head to distribute the load
equally, to take up sum of self weights of discs, inner concentrated loads and self weight of
heads; the position is at 1800 to the neutral surface of disc as shown in Fig.2. The support
force is not adjustable. Due to the fabrication and assembly as well as the deformation caused
by gravity, a inflexible and unrestrictive welding is adopted so as to avoid improper fit of the
ventilated heads and discs. The strengthening discs and heads are made of cast iron

Fig. 2. Structure of ventilated Heads.
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In the present work, Taguchi method is integrated to find out the significant contributions of
the different operation variables with other design parameters. According to Taguchi, all
machines or set-up are classified as engineering systems (if it produces a set of responses for
a given set of inputs). Those systems can be classified in to two categories. They are: i) Static
and ii) Dynamic. The dynamic system has signal factors (input from the end user) in addition
to control and noise factors, whereas in static system signal factors are not present.
Optimization of performance of disc brake is a static system. The parameter design of the
Taguchi method includes the following steps: 1. Identify the quality characteristics and
parameters to be evaluated. 2. Determine the number of levels for the parameters and possible
interactions between the parameters. 3. Select the appropriate orthogonal array and assign the
parameters to the orthogonal array. 4. Conduct the experiments based on the arrangement of
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3. TAGUCHI METHOD

the orthogonal array. 5. Analyse the experimental results using the signal-to-noise ratio and
statistical analysis of variance. 6. Select the optimal levels of parameters. 7. Verify the
optimal parameters through the confirmation experiment.[13]
3.1. Selection of Variables and Their Levels
Based on the detailed literature survey, the novel disc brake performance influences by
applied pressure, rotational speed, temperature and coefficient of friction that are important
and their design have effects on the performance. To select the optimum values for the each
parameter for effective increasing brake performance, the following parameters are
considered for the experiments, as listed in Table 1.

Factors
A:Applied Pressure pa
B:Rotational Speed rpm
C:Coefficient of friction
D:Temperature 0C

Levels
1
500
380
0.3
>85

2
700
400
0.4
82-85

3
900
420
0.5
<85

Table 1. Operation Parameters and Their Levels for Taguchi Method

3.2. Taguchi Orthogonal Arrays

Pressure

Coeff.
friction

Temp
Trail I

Temp
Trail II

Temp
Trail III

Temp
Mean

1
2
3
4
5
6

500
700
900
500
700
900

0.3
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.5

107.5
79.8
62.5
82.5
82.6
82.8

107.8
81.1
62.1
88.4
84.1
80.7

108.9
77.6
63.1
84.6
83.8
81

108.067
79.5
62.567
85.167
83.5
81.5

380
380
400
400
420
420

Table 1. Design Layout
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Test in Speed
Areas
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While there are many standard orthogonal arrays available, each of the arrays is meant for a
specific number of independent design variables and levels. In this research, if there is an
experiment having 4 factors which have three values, then total number of experiment is 64.
Then results of all experiments will give 100 accurate results. In comparison to above method
the Taguchi orthogonal array make list of six experiments in a particular order which cover
all factors. Those six experiments will give 99.96% accurate result. By using this method
number of experiments reduced to 6 instead of 64 with almost same accuracy. The present set
of experimental tests is conducted as per the Taguchi orthogonal design array to identify the
“most significant” variables by ranking with respect to their relative impact on the brake
performance. The experimental tests are carried out for six row and the results are recorded in
the Table 2.

3.3. Signal-to-Noise Ratio
The optimization of rotor shape is performed by using Taguchi method of the speed, pressure,
coefficient of friction and temperature. Combined with analytical solution and 3D Finite
Element Model , to determine the effect each variable has on the output, the signal-to-noise
ratio, or the SN number, needs to be calculated for each experiment conducted.

Where yi is the mean value and si is the variance. yi is the value of the performance
characteristics for a given experiment.

For the case of minimizing the performance characteristic, the following definition of the SN
ratio should be calculated:

For the case of maximizing the performance characteristic, the following definition of the SN
ratio should be calculated:

Speed
38.175
35.49
38.78
3.29
2

Pressure
36.195
36.747
39.505
3.31
1

Coefficient of friction
38.175
35.49
38.78
3.29
2

Table 3. Response Table for S/N Ratios Using Larger-The-Better
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Level
1
2
3
∆
Rank
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Once these SN ratio values are calculated for each factor and level, they are tabulated as
shown below and the range R (R = high SN - low SN)of the SN for each parameter is
calculated and entered into the table. The larger the R value for a parameter, the larger the
effect the variable has on the process. This is because the same change in signal causes a
larger effect on the output variable being measured. Table 3, shows the response table for S/N
ratios using larger-the-better approach.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
It can be seen that pressure has the largest effect on the processor yield and that speed and
coefficient of friction has the smallest effect on the processor yield.An additional
confirmation analysis are done using FEA. The Pro-E and ANSYS predicted results are
shown in Fig 3.

Fig.3a,3b,3c. Pro-E model , Static structural analysis, Transient thermal analysis

The predicted results of brake performance using Taguchi method, FEA and experimental
results from brake test rig found to be in good agreement. It shows the adequacy of the
Taguchi approach in prediction of the brake performance. It can be concluded that the
optimal value of braking speed is 420 rpm, at pressure value 700pa, coefficient of friction
0.5, temperature 83.50c degree and with dry conditions.

5. CONCLUSION
A new method is established using Taguchi method for evaluation of the optimum
parameters and their setting on the novel brake performance. Taguchi method is used in this
study to investigate ranking of the effective parameters namely; the applied pressure,
rotational speed, coefficient of friction and temperature on the performance of internally
ventilated cross drilled disc brake. The results showed that the applied braking pressure
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Fig. 4. Contribution of different parameters on the novel brake performance.
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5. CONTRIBUTIONS OF PARAMETERS
Based on the Taguchi method and S/N ratio, contributions of parameters are computed and
plotted, as shown in Figure 4. It is found that the applied pressure contributes 51% of the total
brake performance. It is followed by the speed, which contributes 38 % of the system
performance. Temperature and coefficient of friction contribute 11 and 0.0 % respectively.

contributes 51 % of the total brake performance of new brake. . It is followed by the speed,
which contributes 38 % of the system performance. Temperature and coefficient of friction
contribute 11 and 0.0 % respectively. It can be observed that the most significant parameters
in this research are applied pressure and speed. At the end of this research, it is seen that
Taguchi method can simplify the test protocol required to optimize internally ventilated cross
drilled disc brake by reducing the number of trial batches.
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